The control of goal-directed arm movements performed during whole-body displacements is far from being understood. Recent studies suggested that the compensatory arm movements that allow individuals to preserve hand-in-space trajectory during unexpected body motion are controlled by sensorimotor, automatic-like processes. We tested this hypothesis comparing both the accuracy of movements directed towards body-fixed or Earth-fixed target during body rotations and the amount of interference of the reaching tasks on a concurrent cognitive task. Participants reached for a memorized 55 cm distant straight-ahead target in darkness which was about 20 cm lower than the initial finger position. The target was either body-fixed or Earth-fixed. At reaching onset, participants could be rotated in yaw. The concurrent task consisted of a verbal reaction time (RT) to an auditory stimulus. RTs increased when participants reached for the target while they were rotated. However, this increase was not significantly different for body-fixed and Earth-fixed targets. Reaching accuracy was greater for bodyfixed than for Earth-fixed targets. A control experiment suggested that the errors in the Earth-fixed target condition arose from a difficulty in the organization of movements which necessitate both the production of active forces at the shoulder joint (to compensate for body rotation) and a concomitant decrease of muscular activation to lower the arm during reaching movements. These findings suggest that reaching for Earth-fixed or body-fixed targets during body rotation cannot be considered as being purely automatic tasks.
ies have shown that the vestibular signals (generated during body motion or by galvanic stimulation in the dark) can be processed to produce accurate and rapid online modifications of hand trajectory (Bresciani et al. 2002a, b, c; Feldman et al., 2003; Mars et al., 2003; Tunik et al., 2003) . For instance, in Bresciani et al.'s (2002c) study, participants produced similar hand-in-space trajectories when reaching for a memorized visual target in situations with and without whole-body rotations. Vestibular-evoked arm motor responses are much shorter than visualevoked responses (Britton et al., 1993; Guillaud et al., 2005 Guillaud et al., , 2006 . The arm motor response is more likely to rely on sensorimotor processes which modify online the arm motor commands to preserve hand-in-space trajectory during body motion, rather than on a vestibularly updated map of the visual space (Bresciani et al., 2002c (Bresciani et al., , 2005 . Therefore, the control of reaching movement during body motion could be controlled through automatic-like processes, as in several vestibularly-mediated motor responses (e.g., postural and ocular responses).
There are circumstances where the target that individuals are reaching at remains fixed with respect to their body during their own displacement. This is the case when reaching for a hat while walking or when tuning a car radio while driving on a curving road. Most experiments on the control of reaching movements towards body-fixed targets during self rotations have used long-lasting rotations (i.e., several revolutions reaching a constant angular velocity, e.g. Bourdin et al., 2001; Coello et al., 1996; DiZio & Lackner, 2002; Lackner & DiZio, 1994 , 1998 to eliminate information from the semi-circular canals of the vestibular apparatus. Such experiments were used to assess participants' capacity to adapt their motor behavior to modified gravitoinertial fields.
The accuracy of reaching movements towards body-fixed targets during transient body rotations could be compromised by the triggering of an automatic-like vestibularly-mediated arm motor response hypothesized above that could preserve hand-in-space trajectory during body displacements. Another problem when reaching for a body-fixed target may arise from the fact that the arm tends to remain still in space during body rotation due to upper limb inertia and Coriolis force. Consequently, to reach for a body-fixed target during body rotations, the CNS must generate joint torques to counteract the effect of inertia and Coriolis forces as these passive forces tend to move the arm away from the body-referenced planned trajectory. Passive forces on the arm have completely opposite consequences when reaching for body-fixed or Earth-fixed targets. Indeed, these forces tend to perturb the movement when reaching for a body-fixed target, but for Earth-fixed targets, inertia and Coriolis forces tend to contribute to the required change in hand trajectory with respect to the trunk. Hence, it is reasonable to suggest that the brain will respond differently when reaching for Earth-fixed targets during trunk rotations and when reaching for body-fixed targets.
Despite the fact that they involve a change in target/body relative position, we hypothesized that reaching movements directed towards an Earth-fixed target during body motion rely to a greater extent on automatic-like processes and that they are characterized by smaller errors compared to movements directed towards a body-fixed target. The current view of most brain scientists is that movements range in a continuum from the most automatic to the least automatic (Prochazka et al., 2000) . Automatic-like motor responses have low attentional cost (Posner, 1969; Girouard et al., 1984) . Therefore, a method that is frequently used to assess the automatic character of motor processes involves testing whether participants can still show a high degree of performance in a concurrent secondary task that requires a great deal of attention (Ehrenfried et al., 2003; Fleury et al., 1994; Lajoie et al., 1993; Olivier et al., 2003; Pouliot & Gagnon, 2005; Teasdale & Simoneau, 2001; Wickens et al., 1987; Yardley et al., 1999 Yardley et al., , 2002 ). This dual-task paradigm is central to several information-processing models proposing that the brain has a limited attentional capacity (e.g., Abernethy, 1988) . These models predict that performing a motor task that is largely controlled by automatic processes should have little or no effect on the performance of a simultaneously performed task which involves other effectors. In the present experiment, the additional task consisted of responding verbally as fast as possible to auditory stimuli while reaching for body-fixed or Earth-fixed targets. The measured variables were related to reaction time to the auditory stimuli, and to reaching accuracy and arm kinematics.
Materials and Methods

Participants
Eight self-declared right-handed individuals volunteered to take part in this experiment. Their average age was 28 years (SD = 5). None reported any history of vestibular or other neurological disorders. They all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Prior to the experiment, the participants signed consent forms in accordance with the ethical standards set forth in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki.
Materials
The experiment was carried out in darkness. Participants were seated on a chair centered on the rotation axis of a platform (see Figure 1 ) driven by a servo motor (Baldor Electric Co., Fort Smith, AR) combined to a smart motor control card (Baldor SMCC). A headrest attached to the seat prevented head-on-trunk displacements. A loudspeaker delivering auditory stimuli was fixed behind the participant, on the headrest.
The movement of the participants' right index finger was monitored by a 6 degree of freedom electromagnetic device (Polhemus FASTRAk, Polhemus, Colchester, VT) taped to the index fingertip, while the emitter was positioned 10 cm above the participant's head. To prevent deformation of the emitted magnetic field, all the elements positioned inside the participant's working field were made of wood or plastic. With this system, the absolute position of the finger could be measured with an accuracy of 1 mm. Horizontal eye movements were measured by means of an electro-oculographic device (LabLinc V bio-amplifier, Coulbourn Instruments, Allentown, PA). A micro-switch, taped to the participant's chin, was used as the starting finger position and as a way of detecting index movement onset. The participant's verbal responses to the auditory stimuli were detected with a microphone placed close to the participant's mouth. All signals were recorded at 120 Hz by means of a keithley A/D converter device (ADwin-Pro, keithley Instruments, Inc., Cleveland, OH). Participants wore audio earphones diffusing a white noise to mask out auditory signals likely to constitute spatial reference cues.
A transparent board was fixed horizontally, 78 cm above the rotating platform, that is, about at the participant's mid-trunk level. A red LED, materializing the target, was placed 55 cm in front of the participant (mid-sagittal plane), just below the table surface. Because the target was beneath the table, no tactile cues related to the target were available to the pointing finger.
Methods
Participants performed reaching movements towards the memorized visual target in four experimental conditions. In one condition, named "Earth-fixed target," the participant reached for a memorized target position which remained still in space when the chair rotated. In a second condition, named "body-fixed target," the participants reached for the memorized straight-ahead target position with respect to the body, with or without body rotation. A third condition, named "body-fixed finger," tested whether superimposing a proprioceptive target on the body-fixed target increases movement accuracy when reaching for a straight-ahead body-fixed target. The procedure was similar to that used in the body-fixed target condition. To materialize the proprioceptive target, a vertical rail with a sliding ring was fixed at the same distance as the target of the previous conditions. Before the beginning of the trial, the participant inserted his left index finger into the ring. An LED was positioned on the fingertip. The participant had to raise his finger to touch the pointing board and then maintained that position throughout the ensuing trial. Such a procedure ensured that the LED (and the fingertip) was positioned at the same place as the target in the body-fixed target condition. Lastly, in a fourth condition, the participant carried out a simple reaction time task, with no reaching movement. In this condition, the participants had to say "top" as quickly as possible after hearing an auditory stimulus during the body rotations. The auditory stimulus was a 50 ms beep that was loud enough to be heard over the white noise diffused in the earphones. This condition was used as a control baseline to compare participants' RTs when the beep occurred while they were reaching for a target with or without body rotations.
The trial sequence of a complete experimental session is presented in Table 1 . Groups of trials differed according to their combination of reaching movement, body rotation, and verbal response to the auditory stimulus. When a reaching movement was requested, the participant brought his right index finger to his chin and pressed on the switch to turn on the target. The participant in his own time (which was about 2 to 3 s after target illumination) initiated the pointing movement towards the target. The release of the switch extinguished the target so that no visual feedback of the target was available during and after the reaching movement. Participants were asked to reach the target in about 600 ms. A few practice trials allowed the participants to comply with this requirement (mean movement time was 625 ± 130 ms). No instruction was given about the ocular behavior.
Table 1 Trials Organization Used in Each of the Three Reaching Conditions (body-fixed, body-fixed finger, and Earth-fixed)
Trials
Type of trial 1-3
Simple reaction time task 4-6
Reaching without body rotation and without double task 7-15
Reaching without body rotation with double task
16-27
Reaching with body rotation and without double task 28-100
Reaching with body rotation and with double task 101-112
Reaching with body rotation and without double task 113-121
Reaching without body rotation with double task 122-124
Reaching without body rotation and without double task 125-127
Simple reaction time task
In trials with body rotation, the release of the switch triggered whole-body rotation. Two rotation amplitudes were used, 15° and 30°, in both counterclockwise (CCW) and clockwise (CW) directions. The rotation duration was 600 ms for both rotation amplitudes, which was the same duration as the required arm movement duration. The rotation velocity profile was bell-shaped, very close to a cosine function (see Figure 2 ). Velocity peaks for the 15° and 30° rotations were 55°/s and 115°/s, respectively, and acceleration peaks were 350°/s and 700°/s, respectively.
The automatic character of reaching for a target during body rotation was assessed by measuring participants' reaction time to the auditory stimulus that occurred during the arm movement (trials 28-100 in Table 1 ). The beep was delivered at one of three possible times after the onset of the rotation: when the finger reached the first or third quarters of the required movement magnitude, and 250 ms after the end of reaching (detected online by the computer and defined as when the absolute index finger velocity dropped below 1 cm/s). The use of a stimulus occurring after movement offset minimized prediction by the participant of the time of occurrence of the second stimulus when the beep did not occur in the first quarter of the movement. The reaction times to the third stimulus occurrence were not included in the analysis. 2-Position, velocity, and acceleration of the 15° and 30° CCW chair rotations (the same rotation profiles were used for the counterclockwise rotations). All rotations were of 600 ms duration. Velocity peaks for the 15° and 30° rotations were 55°/s and 115°/s, respectively, and acceleration peaks were 350°/s and 700°/s.
In the simple reaction time condition, the same rotation conditions as those involving reaching movements were used (i.e., 30° CW, 15° CW, 0°, 15° CCW, 30° CCW). For trials with body rotations, the beep could occur when the body rotation covered the first or third quarters of the rotations or 250 ms after rotation offset. For trials without rotation, the beep to be detected was delivered any time within 4 s after a preparatory signal.
All rotation conditions (30° CW, 15° CW, 0°, 15° CCW, 30° CCW) were tested with all beep-occurring conditions (no beep, beep at the first and third quarter of the index trajectory, or 250 ms after reaching). Six trials per beep and rotation combination (n = 120 trials) were performed for each reaching condition (i.e., body-fixed target, body-fixed finger, Earth-fixed target), with one condition ran per day on consecutive days. In all conditions, participants were instructed to reach for the target as accurately as possible and to respond orally to the auditory stimulus as fast as possible.
Data Processing, Dependent Variables, and Statistical Analyses
The finger, chair, and eye position signals were low-pass filtered using a dual-pass digital Butterworth filter (ninth order and 8 Hz cut-off frequency). Right finger angular position was computed on the basis of the Cartesian coordinates provided by the electromagnetic sensor. The angle was zero when the finger was in the mid-sagittal plane.
Participants' reaction time (RT) to the auditory stimulus was defined as the time elapsed between the triggering of the auditory stimulus (directly recorded from the wave generator) and the beginning of the participant's oral response (visually determined from the microphone signal).
Target reaching precision was defined in terms of two errors: an angular error and an amplitude (depth) error. The reaching finger movement terminal angular error was defined as the angle between the vector from the body vertical axis to finger end position and the vector from the body vertical axis to the target position at the end of the rotation. Rightward and leftward finger angular errors were assigned negative and positive values, respectively.
The terminal amplitude error was defined as the difference between the length of the movement's vector and of the target's distance vector. Negative and positive amplitude errors were assigned to movement undershoots and overshoots, respectively. For each participant, the terminal angular and amplitude errors were normalized on the basis of the mean movement direction and amplitude measured when the participant produced reaching movement without body rotation (trials 4-6 and 122-124 in Table 1) .
The time at which the recorded trajectories in the Earth-fixed and body-fixed conditions started to differ from each other was estimated. For that purpose, the mean finger angular position obtained in trials without body rotation was subtracted from the mean finger angular position obtained in trials with body rotations. This procedure was performed after all trials had been normalized (by algorithmic interpolation in the time domain) to have a duration of 625 ms (i.e., mean movement duration of all the trials).
1 Then, the normalized finger angular position with 1. As discussed in the Results section, the experimental conditions had no significant effect on movement duration.
respect to the body was measured at intervals of 17 ms between 42 and 294 ms after reaching movement onset (total of 16 epochs). The mean and standard deviation of these values were computed at each interval for each condition and each rotation amplitude and then averaged between the participants. Finger trajectories were considered to be different when the difference between their averaged directions was greater than two standard deviations (Patla et al., 2002) . Since performing the RT task did not have a significant effect on reaching accuracy, data from all conditions were pooled for the analyses.
The effects on the RTs of the four experimental conditions (body-fixed target, body-fixed finger, Earth-fixed, simple reaction time), of the five rotation amplitudes (30° CW, 15° CW, 0°, 15° CCW, 30° CCW), and of the two auditory stimulus occurrences (beep occurring at the end of the first and third quarters of the trajectory) were determined with a 4 × 5 × 2 ANOVA with repeated measures. The effects of the experimental conditions on the (normalized) angular and amplitude errors were tested with 3 (conditions: body-fixed target, body-fixed finger, Earth-fixed) × 4 (rotations: 30° CW, 15° CW, 15° CCW, 30° CCW) × 2 (beep occurring at the end of the first and third quarters of the trajectory) ANOVAs with repeated measures. Newman-Keuls tests were used for post hoc comparisons when necessary. The level of significance was fixed at p < .05 for all analyses.
Results
Reaction Time
Reaction times (RTs) to the auditory stimulus are shown in Figure 3 for all experimental conditions. The ANOVA showed a triple interaction condition × rotation × beep occurrence [F(12, 84) = 1.97, p = .04]. The decomposition of the interaction did not reveal a significant difference between RTs for body-fixed target, body-fixed finger, or Earth-fixed target conditions. This was true irrespective of the whole-body rotation amplitude and beep occurrence. This suggests that the amount of attention required for controlling reaching movements towards body-fixed target and towards Earth-fixed target during whole-body rotations did not significantly differ. Therefore, the automatic character of these two tasks would not significantly differ.
Furthermore, decomposition of the interaction showed that the RTs were significantly smaller when the beep occurred at the end of the third quarter of the finger trajectory than when it occurred at the end of the first quarter. Similarly, in the simple reaction time condition, when whole-body rotation occurred, the RTs were smaller when the beep was heard at the end of the third quarter of the rotation than when it occurred at the end of first quarter. The decrease in RTs observed as the reaching movement or the rotation progressed presumably resulted from anticipatory processes that took place despite the fact that there was still a probability that the beep occurred later.
In the simple reaction time condition (i.e., trials without reaching movements), RTs to the first stimulus occurrence (end of first quarter) were longer when participants were subjected to whole-body rotation than when they remained motionless (mean increase of 44 ms). On the contrary, when the beep occurred later in the rotation, the RTs were 29 ms shorter in trials with whole-body rotation than in trials without. Here again, an increased readiness to respond to the auditory stimulus as time elapsed could explain the decrease in RTs when the beeps occurred at the end of the third quarter of the rotation compared to when the beeps occurred in the absence of rotation. Indeed, the probability for the beep to occur increased more quickly during the 600 ms body rotations than during the 4 s time windows during which the auditory stimulus could appear in the trials without whole-body rotations.
For the first beep occurrence, the RTs were greater when participants reached for a target than when they did not move the arm (i.e., simple reaction time condition). The decomposition of the interaction, however, revealed that the increase in RTs due to reaching movement was significantly greater when the participants were rotated (mean increase of 164 ms) compared to the no-rotation trials (mean increase of 89 ms). Therefore, the control of reaching movements was more attentional demanding when participants produced their movements while they were submitted to wholebody rotations compared to when they were not subjected to such rotations.
Terminal Finger Angular Error
Whole-body rotation markedly reduced reaching accuracy in the Earth-fixed target condition but resulted in small effects in both body-fixed target conditions (see Figure 4) . The difference in reaching accuracy was confirmed by a significant condition × rotation interaction [F(8,56) = 46.09, p < .001]. In the Earth-fixed condition, terminal angular errors increased as the rotation amplitude increased. This effect of the rotation amplitude on the reaching movement accuracy was confirmed by a linear polynomial contrast analysis [F(1,7) = 36.18, p <.001]. On the average, terminal finger angular errors were 5.5° and 11° for 15° and 30° rotations, respectively (mean absolute magnitude errors for CCW and CW rotations). The errors indicate that participants largely under compensated the effect of the rotation while reaching for the Earth-fixed target. On the other hand, the terminal finger angular errors did not significantly differ between body-fixed target and body-fixed finger conditions. In both conditions, the participants' reaching accuracy was similar with and without whole-body rotation during reaching. On average, for the two body-fixed conditions, the terminal finger angular errors were 2.5° and 6° for 15° and 30° rotations, respectively (mean absolute magnitude errors for CCW and CW rotations). 
Terminal Finger Amplitude Error
The effects of the experimental conditions on finger terminal amplitude errors were similar to those described above for the terminal finger angular errors (see Figure  5 ). Participants produced larger amplitude errors in the Earth-fixed condition than in the two body-fixed conditions. This was confirmed by a significant condition × rotation interaction [F(8,56) = 10.5, p < .001]. In the Earth-fixed condition, the finger amplitude terminal errors increased when participants were rotated; mean absolute terminal finger amplitude errors were 1.4 cm and 2.4 cm for the 15° and 30° rotations, respectively (mean absolute terminal finger amplitude error for CW and CCW rotations). A polynomial contrast analysis revealed that these errors increased linearly with the rotation amplitude [F(1,7) = 13, p = .009]. In the two body-fixed conditions, the mean absolute terminal finger amplitude errors were smaller than ± 0.5 cm regardless of the amplitude and direction of the whole-body rotation.
Trajectories Dissociation Between the Reaching Conditions
To highlight the effect of whole-body rotation on the arm movements in the different reaching conditions, the time course of the finger direction signal, measured in trials with body rotation, was normalized with respect to the finger trajectory observed in trials without whole-body rotation. The first 294 ms of the normalized finger direction signals in the three reaching and four rotation conditions are shown in Figure 6 . Early in the trajectory (up to approximately 125 ms), similar hand deviations with respect to the trunk were observed regardless of whether the participants were reaching for body-fixed or Earth-fixed targets. In all conditions, the finger first deviated in the opposite direction to the rotation. The finger deviation was greater for the 30° rotation amplitudes, that is, the rotation with the greatest whole-body angular acceleration. For the Earth-fixed condition, the early finger deviation was in the direction of the compensatory movement required to reach the target. In the body-fixed conditions, the initial finger trajectory deviated participants' hand from the target direction. In all cases, a change of finger direction in the body-fixed conditions, which brought the finger closer to straight-ahead, caused the dissociation between finger paths recorded in the body-fixed and Earth-fixed conditions. The first trajectory difference between the Earth-fixed condition and one of the body-fixed conditions appeared 127 ms after body rotation onset. This delay was observed for both CW rotation magnitudes. For CCW rotations, values were 193 ms and 159 ms for 15° and 30° magnitude, respectively. 
Origin of the Large Errors Observed in the Earth-Fixed Condition
The large errors observed in the Earth-fixed condition were somewhat unexpected given the good reaching accuracy reported in previous studies when passive wholebody movements occurred during arm movements. For instance, using the same experimental apparatus and similar rotational stimuli, colleagues (2002c, 2005) reported directional reaching errors of only 2° to 4° with participants fixating a straight-ahead body-fixed LED during whole-body rotation. In the present study, participants were free to move their eyes as no instructions were given about ocular behavior. Individuals generally underestimate their own displacements with respect to space-fixed targets during passive whole-body rotations (Blouin et al., 1995a, b; Israël et al., 1999) . Therefore, the large errors observed in the present study may have resulted from the participants' attempt to keep their gaze towards the memorized target position, likely to have been inaccurately updated during rotation.
To test this possibility, we plotted the absolute final finger direction from all participants in the Earth-fixed condition against corresponding trial absolute gaze direction measured at reaching movement offset and performed a regression analysis (not presented). This analysis, however, did not reveal a significant correlation between the direction of reach and the direction of gaze (r 2 = .12, p > .05), suggesting that participants did not try to reach where they looked.
Another difference between the present and previous studies relates to the direction of the reaching movements in the mid-sagittal plane. Reaching move- ments in previous experiments were performed in the horizontal plane (Bresciani et al., 2002c (Bresciani et al., , 2005 Feldman et al., 2003; Pigeon et al., 2003; Mars et al., 2003; Tunik et al., 2003) . In the present study, the target was about 20 cm lower than the finger initial position, requiring participants to produce downward movements. In a control experiment, we tested whether the level of accuracy of movements directed towards Earth-fixed targets during whole-body rotation would increase if they were performed in the horizontal plane.
Five different individuals participated in this experiment which involved reaching movements towards a memorized Earth-fixed target. The body rotation and the overall procedure were similar to those of the main experiment. The only difference was that the finger starting position was located on the sternum, that is, precisely at target level. As the reaction time task had no significant effect on participants' accuracy, no secondary task was performed here. The accuracy of the reaching movement was greatly increased with respect to the main experiment. Indeed, the mean directional error was only 2.2° (± 1.12°) and no significant effect of direction and amplitude was observed (p values > .05).
Discussion
The goal of the present experiment was to test the hypothesis that the control of reaching movements towards an Earth-fixed target during body motion relies to a greater extent on automatic-like processes and that they are characterized by smaller errors compared to movements directed towards a body-fixed target. The automatic character of movements directed towards both types of target was examined assessing the effect of performing the reaching movements on a concurrent reaction time task (i.e., oral response "top" to a beep).
Our results showed that participants' RTs to the auditory stimulus when reaching for Earth-fixed or body-fixed targets during whole-body rotations were not significantly different. Therefore, contrary to our initial hypothesis, the control of arm movements directed towards an Earth-fixed target during body rotations cannot be considered as being more automatic than those directed towards a body-fixed target. Interestingly, reaching for a target during whole-body rotations were however associated with greater RTs than when reaching in the absence of whole-body rotation. Indeed, the RTs were about 120 ms longer when participants were self-rotated during reaching movements than when they remained stationary. The perception of passive whole-body rotation in darkness (reported in terms of rotation amplitude and direction) is known to require a great deal of attention (Yardley et al., 1999) . In the present study, a 40 ms increase in RT was observed in the simple reaction task during whole-body rotation in the absence of concurrent reaching movement, as compared to no rotation. This RT increase may be due to the massive flow of whole-body motion-related information reaching the brain (e.g., from labyrinths, skin, body graviceptors). However, as the RT increase observed when the participants were subjected to whole-body rotations was much greater in the conditions with a simultaneous reaching task than without (i.e., 85 ms vs. 40 ms), it suggests that the increase of RT when reaching for a target during body motion cannot only be explained by a rotation-produced reduction of the cognitive resources. The larger increase may therefore be due to a greater amount of attention required to control goal-directed movements during whole-body rotation.
Participants produced similar initial finger displacements in body-fixed and Earth-fixed conditions. The finger path deviated in the direction opposite to the rotation, the deviation being larger for higher acceleration rotation. These initial finger trajectories presumably resulted from external and/or passive forces, such as upper limb inertia and Coriolis force, applied on the arm during rotation. During whole-body rotation these forces tended to move the arm away from the body in the body-fixed conditions. Fast finger movement corrections, however, were clearly detectable when the participants had to reach for a straight-ahead target during the rotations. The corrections, which brought the finger towards the sagittal midline of the trunk, were efficient as the participants precisely reached the target at the end of the movements (small terminal angular and amplitude finger errors). Interestingly, the latencies of the finger path corrections were shorter for clockwise than for counterclockwise rotation. These latency differences between counterclockwise and clockwise rotations could be explained by biomechanical properties. As the forces applied to the arm are the same for a given rotation amplitude, regardless of rotation direction, shoulder and elbow net torques necessary to counteract these forces should be similar (except for opposite sign). However, taking into account the muscle viscoelastic properties, muscular insertions, joints position, and muscular stretch, the counterclockwise torque that resulted from clockwise rotation (requiring adduction of the arm in the Earth-fixed condition) was presumably more likely to be absorbed than the clockwise torque that resulted from counterclockwise rotation (requiring abduction of the arm in the Earth-fixed condition). As the correction latencies are a function of the delay required to generate adequate upper-arm net torques, the corrections appeared later for the clockwise rotations. However, one may assume that the sensory-motor delays involved in movement corrections were similar in both rotation directions.
As it provides the brain with information about the arm position with respect to the trunk, proprioception from the upper limb may have contributed to the corrections observed in both body-fixed conditions of the present study. Indeed, several studies have shown that corrections following proprioceptively sensed perturbations can occur with delays such as those found in the present study (the smallest delays found here were 127 ms and occurred during clockwise rotations) (Carlton, 1983; Chernikoff & Taylor, 1952; Cordo et al., 1994; Newell & Houk, 1983; Steyvers et al., 2001) .
As participants have an accurate representation of their body midline (Spidalieri & Sgolastra, 1997) , their performance when reaching for body-fixed targets may have been enhanced by the fact that the targets were positioned straight ahead. This could also explain why our data show high reaching accuracy irrespective of whether a proprioceptive target was present (i.e., in body-fixed finger and body-fixed target conditions, respectively). Proprioceptive targets may be more beneficial to participant performance when the memorized visual target is located more in the periphery (Rossetti et al., 1995; van Beers et al., 1996) . Further experiments are needed to determine if body-fixed targets located far away from the body midline can be reached with similar accuracy and if the control of such movements is as automatic as those produced towards a straight-ahead target.
Large directional errors were observed in the main experiment when participants reached for the Earth-fixed target during body rotation. In this experiment, the target was lower than the finger initial position requiring participants to pro-duce downward movements. In a control experiment, the finger initial starting position was changed so that the whole pointing movement was performed in the horizontal plane without downward hand movement. Here, participants produced reaching movements that were as accurate as those observed in previous studies using horizontal arm movements (e.g., Bresciani et al., 2002c; Feldman et al., 2003; Pigeon et al., 2003; Mars et al., 2003; Tunik et al., 2003) . The hand trajectory modifications in the Earth-fixed target condition required shoulder adduction and elbow extension for clockwise rotations and shoulder abduction combined with elbow flexion for counterclockwise rotations. Shoulder adduction with respect to the trunk is mainly performed by deltoïdeus anterior fibers assisted by the pectoralis major whereas shoulder abduction is produced by the co-activation of the posterior fibers of the deltoïdeus assisted by the teres major and latissimus dorsi. These muscles, with others, also contribute to maintaining the upper limb in the horizontal plane (or, more generally, to counteract gravity). The downward movement required to reach the target in our main experiment therefore involved a decrease of activity in the deltoïdeus to let gravity carry the limb downward (Papaxanthis et al., 1998a, b; . Consequently, a difficulty may arise in the organization of movements such as those required in the main experiment which necessitate both the production of active forces at the shoulder joint (to compensate for the body rotation) and a concomitant decrease of muscular activation during downward reaching movements. The hypometric abduction and adduction of the arm that led to the reaching errors during clockwise and counterclockwise body rotations, respectively, could be due to a decrease in the activity of the shoulder muscles (e.g., deltoïdeus). Such errors in the fine tuning of the muscular activity may have been increased by the fact that the arm movements were a response to passive body rotations and that they may not have benefited from the preparatory processes involved in more voluntary responses.
